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Author tells your audience:

7 Things Most Women
Don't Know About Men
What Fathers of Daughters Teach Us
About What Men Are "Really" Like
For Women  The "Missing Link" to a Happier Life!
For Men – Better Relationships with Women!
Absolutely FREE minibook, based on the
highlyacclaimed book: “The Secret Life of Fathers”
A Surprising Profile of Women
Whether she realizes it or not, a woman learned much about what men are "really" like, and how she fits
into a world mostly run by men, by watching and listening to the first man in her life, her father.
But what if she missed something? What if there are secrets buried deep that most men will not share ...
secrets that could change a woman’s entire understanding of what men (and her own dad) are "really" like?
In this lively discussion, behaviorist James I. Bond will take your audience on his incredible journey of
discovery, into a world rarely seen by women—the private fears and feelings of men (as experienced
through the eyes of fathers with daughters). Through all this your audience will discover unexpected ways a
woman’s selfimage and how she interacts with men have been molded by the relationship she’s had with
her own father. Most importantly, your audience will learn how hundreds of women have opened the door
to unexpected happiness, often for the first time in their lives, by using these powerful secrets in their life.
As a bonus, your audience will also find out where they can get their own personal copy of the book,
"7 Things Most Women Don't Know About Men," absolutely free!
Your audience will learn:

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

· Strange things most women
misunderstand about men;

If possible, your studio or callin audience
will want to get involved in the discussion
making for an even more lively show.

· The curse of the commitment
free life;

These are powerful topics that touch the
emotional hot buttons for audiences
everywhere.

· Surprising ways women are
affected by their dads;
· The two ways most men screw
up communication, that cause
the most problems;

Women and Men in your audience will
provide examples from their own life and
from people they know… and this will jazz up
the show even more!

· The one need men have that
when unmet can actually lead to
suicide;
· Why so many men fear women;
· How easily a man’s feelings are
hurt, but how difficult it is to
know when it’s happening;
·

And much more!

“7 Things Most Women
Don’t Know About Men”
absolutely FREE to your audience at

After behaviorist James I. Bond
discovered his relationship with his
middle daughter Lauren wasn’t as great
as he thought, he interviewed other dads
hoping to figure out what went wrong.
What he discovered was more
profound than he expected, and led to
launch of The FatherDaughter Project
and publication of the groundbreaking
book, “The Secret Life of Fathers” (from
Intimate Interviews with 101 Fathers of
Daughters).
”7 Things Most Women Don’t Know

www.TheFatherDaughterProject.com About Men” are the 7 themes that came
from these interviews.

